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Tradition and Contemporary Gospel 10 MP3 Songs GOSPEL: Traditional Gospel, GOSPEL:

Contemporary Gospel Details: BIOGRAPHY BISHOP JOHN W. HAYNES  CHANGE Organized: January

30, 1993 in San Diego, CA Purpose: Traditional Gospel Group Mission: To show forth the power that lies

in excellence that it may be of God and not of us. Members: Bishop John W. Haynes, Manager/Bass

Guitar Tommy McCalester, Keyboard Nathaniel Greene, Jr., Lead Guitar Andre Buck, Drums Jacqueline

Haynes, Vocals Diane McCalester, Vocals Adrienne Greene, Vocals Debra Smith, Vocals Bishop John

W. Haynes  Change is a fine group of powerful musicians and singers from the Reformation Church Inc.,

of San Diego where Bishop John W. Haynes is Pastor. This San Diego, CA based family gospel group

(three sisters, niece and spouses) seeks to bring the west coast traditional gospel to the forefront. The

group started over 10 years ago and has developed a distinct yet traditional sound with a hint of rhythm

and soul that rocks any house and raises the roof. Their spirit-filled, professional performance uplifts

audiences of all genres. Their first project is an independent release entitled "Changing Times". The

sound and flavor of this project puts you right in the heart of the performance with its live feel. The CD is

currently in rotation across the nation. Television and radio interviews are increasing, performances and

concerts are non stop. With online distribution the group enjoys a strong internet presence as well as

media coverage in online, printed, and on air gospel entertainment magazines and T.V. shows. The group

has a solid local and regional following and is rapidly creating a buzz on the national scene.

Performances at major conferences, conventions and showcases have placed Bishop John W. Haynes 

Change among the favorites of gospel music fans everywhere.
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